Abstract-Socket is a wrapper around the automation tool which needs to be tested and it is intended to check the effectiveness of the automation tool. The main functionality of Socket includes Auto generation of test cases, parallel firing of auto generated test cases and Auto report generation. Auto test case development is a vital part to check the quality and effectiveness of the automation tool. Parallel firing of auto generated test cases reduces the testing time considerably and Auto report generated by consolidating all the log files reduces testing complexity. The proposed Socket reduces the testing time of the automation tool from 8-10 weeks to 4-5 hours. Manual labor is reduced from a team of 8 members to 2. The accuracy of the automation tool tested was increased from 45% to 92% and the overall productivity of the automation tool was increased to 99.8%.
INTRODUCTION
In every business environment, for a project to be most successful, quality must be maximized while minimizing cost and keeping delivery time short [1] . Research has shown that at least 50% of total software cost is comprised of testing activities [2] , [3] . To optimize the time and cost spent on testing, prioritization of test case is beneficial. Before preparation of test case a test plan is prepared. A test plan is a document, detailing a systematic approach to test a system which can be a machine or software. In principle, the test plans should cover all important scenarios. Test plan is prepared when the automation tool is in the development phase based on requirement specific, design documents.
Specification based test plan preparation is a general approach used so that test plan would contain a list of probable test cases. Automation tool is a black box that transforms inputs into desired outputs. The functionality of this black box is defined as per the specification required to carry out this transformation.
IEEE Std 610-1990 defines test case "A set of test inputs, execution conditions, and expected results developed for a particular objective, such as to exercise a particular program path or to verify compliance with a specific requirement" [4] . IEEE Std 829-1983 defines test
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case "Documentation specifying inputs, predicted results, and a set of execution conditions for a test item" [5] .
Although there are several ways of defining a test case practically all the definitions imply that a test case will either pass or fail that is how the tester verifies it as per the requirement.
The Socket is a script written using scripting languages, Perl, Tcl, It is intended to generate the test cases automatically which are of 2 types. Firstly test cases generated based on usage, secondly test cases based on connectivity. The purpose of Socket is to reduce manual intervention, decrease testing time, reduce testing complexity and thus increase the productivity of the automation tool.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: Section II provides a brief overview of Socket, Section III presents a case study of Socket on an automation tool. Section IV reports the experimental results, Section V draws the conclusion.
II. RELATED WORK
In common design flows of system-on-chip (SoC) designs functional verification requires 70% of the entire design effort and most of the effort for functional verification is spent on finding and creating adequate test cases to verify that the modeled design corresponds to its specification [6] .But the Socket proposed does automatic test case generation. Regression testing method used earlier to generate test cases manually is an expensive testing process and it is used to validate new features, detect regression faults, which occurs continuously during the development lifecycle. Due to time and resource constraints, it may not be possible to execute all the test cases on every testing iteration [7] , [8] .
Since test case prioritization is vital and there are numerous techniques in this regard [9] - [15] , the Socket prioritizes the test cases automatically. After test case prioritization is completed then test cases are prepared automatically by the Socket. There are some other systems which make the test cases automatically based on specification of software and requirement [16] - [18] . But according to description provided by testers, system could not understand the different information which expresses the same means in the function description and hence manual revisiting after the generation of test case was necessary [19] .
Industrial automation systems are tested nowadays mainly via system tests at a very late stage of development and these tests are conducted manually, are time-consuming and cost-intensive [20] . But the Socket proposed does testing of the automation tool very early in the development stage by parallel firing of the auto generated test cases and hence reducing manual intervention and testing time.
The Socket initially prioritizes the test cases which are generated automatically, then fires those auto generated test cases in parallel and finally generates a consolidated report automatically and gives a pass/fail status depending on the test case conditions.
III.
A CASE STUDY
The ABC Automation tool generates an output file based on the inputs provided to it. The Socket uses the inputs given to the Automation Tool for testing. The most basic unit that this tool considers is called a cell. The different types of cells are Combinational and Sequential. There are also certain cells which should not be considered and these are called Cell not be tested. The cell not be tested are those cells having only inputs and no outputs and also if the cells will be not be considered in the next version of the tool then they will be considered here.
The combination of all these cells together forms a 
A. Auto Test case Prioritization
Test case prioritization schedules the test case in an order that increases the effectiveness in achieving some performance goals. Socket prioritizes the test case automatically such that the most severe faults are detected at the earliest in the testing life cycle. The prioritization is divided into 4 steps.
 Check whether the tool completes its entire run on different systems.  The tool needs to run until specified break points.  The connectivity information present in the output file must be as specified at the input.  The tool needs to generate a suitable error/warning when certain input files are not available or the path specified for it is incorrect. for all the cells and needs to match with the specified architecture.
B. Auto Test case Development Technique

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The auto generated test cases needs to be fired parallel. For each test case fired there would be corresponding job id. This job id is stored and only when this job is completed the status of the test case is passed to the final auto generated report.
If these test cases are fired serially then it would consume large amount of time, typically it is about 12 to 14 days but auto generation of test cases and parallel firing of test cases the task is completed in 1 to 2 hrs.
A. Results for phase 1
The inputs given for phase 1 Socket are auto generated test cases.
 FD2TQX4 is a sequential cell having two outputs Q and QN.  DE.lib is a Reference library which is at present at /home/stevent/DE.lib  Cell not be tested CAP12 Phase 1 end report that contains the details of the cells used in Reference library and also details of the pin attributes for each cell is checked manually.
B. Results for phase 2
The inputs for phase 2 Socket auto generated Socket test cases. 
C. Result for phase 3
The inputs given for phase 3 Socket is the paths of the configuration file and also an input file which contains details regarding the Reference cells and the Number of repetitions for each group. If there is any mismatch in any of these files or if these files are not existing then the log file generated will have the following errors  *E The configuration file path incorrect.  *E The input file does not contain information about the number of repetitions.  *E The reference cell is not present in the path specified.  *E The reference library does not exist.
D. Result for phase 4
Inputs given to phase 4 Socket involve sourcing the Core Assembler, setting the environment variables used to run the tool and intermediate log files generated. The final output generated at the end of phase 4 should contain the exact connectivity for all the cells.
V. CONCLUSION
As technology continues to grow and become more complex, testers will be faced with tougher challenges to fully test the automation tool within the time given to them. In this paper, we develop a Socket which is adaptable for any version of the automation tool, since it is a generic script. The final Socket output would depend on the following conditions. If there exist an error in any of the log files and if the final output file is not generated because of the errors then its status would be pass else it would be fail.
The output of the automation tool should have the connectivity as per the design specified. To validate the connectivity another tool is invoked which would generate a connectivity based output file and this file is used for comparison. Hence the second pass/fail status would be based on connectivity.
By developing Socket the testing time of the automation tool was reduced from 8-10 weeks to 4-5 hours. The manual labor was also reduced from a team of 8 members to 2. The accuracy of the automation tool tested was increased from 45% to 92%. It also reduces testing complexity and manual intervention to a large extent. All these factors increase the overall productivity of the automation tool to 99.8%.
